Background
As part of our Glasnevin Campus Development Plan, the Stokes building, will see major transformation in the form of extensive works to provide students and staff with new lecture theatres, flat floor teaching spaces and improved student facilities.

The Project
The development is an extension to complete the existing Stokes Building originally built in the early 2000s at the main campus entrance from Collins Avenue.

Facts and Figures:
- Construction Start: 10th August 2016
- Construction Finish: 31st August 2017 (target)
- 2 No 260+ seater lecture theatres
- 6 No flat floor teaching spaces (40 to 80 seats)
- Office accommodation (cellular and open plan)

Changes to the way we use this area of Campus
Construction works will have an unavailing impact to regular site operations. This figure outlines the changes and restrictions that will be in place throughout the construction works.

Pedestrian Routes: Will be altered as shown
No pedestrian route will be available from the Multi-story carpark through to the Mall between Stokes and Reception

Bicycle parking: The shelters behind the reception building will be partly relocated to the open space in front of the Helix